
 

Hi, Beal Students and Families! 

The schedule below will help you with your daily work.  Have fun learning! 

Remote Learning Lessons for Grade: 5 

Week of May 4 
English Language Arts  

 
Tasks: Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 

Reading Read the article “What a 

Dump!” and answer the 

question.  Then share it 

with Mrs. Evitts. 

Read the article 

“Finding 

alternatives to most 

wasteful plastics” 

and answer the 

question.  Then 

share it with Mrs. 

Evitts. 

 

****This is a MUST 

DO! 

 

Read the poem 

“Diving for Treasure” 

and answer the 

multiple choice 

questions.  Then 

share it with Mrs. 

Evitts. 

 

Answer the questions and then share 

with Mrs. Evitts for feedback.  

(croninc@springfieldpublicschools.com).   

 

 

Use the information 

from the articles 

and poem to design 

a solution to 

keeping plastic out 

of the ocean.  You 

can draw, write 

about or actually 

build your design 

using whatever 

resources you have 

available to you 

(Legos, blocks, 

virtual creations, 

paper, etc) 

mailto:croninc@springfieldpublicschools.com


Word 
Work 

Go to Flocabulary.com 
Enter class code 

P5V2RY 

 
Watch the video 
about prefixes. 

 Go to 
Flocabulary.com 
Enter class code 

P5V2RY 

 
Complete the 
vocabulary 
cards under 
prefixes. 
 

 

Go to 
Flocabulary.com 
Enter class code 

P5V2RY 

 
Play the 

vocabulary game 

under prefixes. 
 

 

Go to Flocabulary.com 
Enter class code 

P5V2RY 

 
Watch the video about prefixes. 
 

 
 

Go to 

Flocabulary.com 

Enter class code 

P5V2RY 

 

Complete the 

read and 

respond video 

about prefixes. 
 

Writing Develop a graphic 
organizer for an 

explanatory piece.  
How does plastic 
affect the world 

around us and how 
can this be changed?   

Use your graphic 
organizer to write 

a strong 
beginning for your 
writing piece.  Try 
to kick it off with 
either a question, 

quotation, or a 
strong statement. 

Create details that 
build off of each 
other for your 

piece. Be sure to 
use transition 

phrases to help 
your reader 

understand that 
you are moving to 
your next detail.  

Create a conclusion that gives your 
reader closure and closes up your 
piece.  Reread your piece does it 

make sense?  What can you add or 
take away from it to clarify it for your 

readers? 

Edit your piece for 

spelling, grammar 

and punctuation. 

Then share it with 

me to get your 

feedback! 

 

***This is a MUST 

DO! 

 

Students who have access to i-Ready should complete at least 60 minutes and pass 1 lesson. 

 

 
 
Math                   ******IREADY MINUTES HAVE CHANGED TO 60 MINUTES 



    

 

When solving problems on Padlet, click on the link in the box for the day and read the directions/problem to solve.  Respond by clicking the + sign.  Always remember 
to leave your name when you are done and check back for feedback from me. Thursday and Friday problems can be solved on a word document and shared 

with me .  If you need help, you can send me a message on unified classroom. Check IREADY for teacher assigned IREADY. 

 
Tasks: Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 
Learni

ng 
Activit

y 
.5.NBT 

Find 
whole-
number 

quotients 
of whole 
numbers 

with up to 
four-digit 
dividends 
and two-

digit 
divisors, 

using 
strategies  

of 
equations,  

area 
models. 

 

https://padlet.com/facchinij/9x05a

1ddu097w2e 

 

 

 

Remember to put your name on your 

Padlet responses and read the 

question carefully.  Check back to 

see my feedback. 

 

Create a Padlet Problem 

 

https://padlet.com/facchinij/xn7fi

gueaojal71q 
 

 

Remember to put your name on 

your Padlet responses and read the 

question carefully.  Check back to 

see my feedback. 
 

What is the missing question? 

Solve the Padlet problem 

 

 

https://padlet.com/facchinij/qq6kf

1dt3buv65uj 

 

Remember to put your name on your 

Padlet responses and read the 

question carefully.  Check back to 

see my feedback. 

 

MUST DO 

THIS  

 

Problems to 

solve on a 

word 

document 

 

See 

attached 

 

 

Then share 

with me 

 

 

MUST DO 

THIS 

 

Problems 

to solve on 

a word 

document 

 

See 

attached 

 

Then 

share with 

me 

Fluen
cy 

Practi
ce 

Multiplication.com 

15 minutes of division or multiplication 

practice 

Multiplication.com 15 minutes of division or 

multiplication practice 

Multiplication.com 

15 minutes of division or multiplication 

practice 

Multiplication

.com 15 

minutes of 

division or 

multiplication 

practice 

Multiplication

.com 

15 minutes of 

division or 

multiplication 

practice 

 
 IREADY MINUTES HAVE NOW CHANGED  Students need to  complete at least 60 minutes and pass 1 lesson  

https://padlet.com/facchinij/9x05a1ddu097w2e
https://padlet.com/facchinij/9x05a1ddu097w2e
https://padlet.com/facchinij/xn7figueaojal71q
https://padlet.com/facchinij/xn7figueaojal71q
https://padlet.com/facchinij/qq6kf1dt3buv65uj
https://padlet.com/facchinij/qq6kf1dt3buv65uj


Monday: Answer the question and then 

share with Mrs. Evitts for feedback.  

(croninc@springfieldpublicschools.com) 

What solutions does the author of “What 

a Dump!” offer to the plastic problem?  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Tuesday: Answer the questions and then share with Mrs. Evitts for 

feedback.  (croninc@springfieldpublicschools.com) 

What solutions does the author of “Finding alternatives to most wasteful 

plastics” offer to the plastic problem? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Which article do you feel had the more practical solution?   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Wednesday Answer the questions by highlighting each correct answer and then share with Mrs. Evitts 

for feedback.  (croninc@springfieldpublicschools.com) .  

PART A: Which sentence best describes the theme of the poem? 

A. The treasures that exist in the ocean are just as valuable as money or jewels. 

B. The ocean has many beautiful things to offer, but they are best left untouched 

by humans. 

C. Divers often damage the areas that they explore by touching things they 

shouldn’t. 

D. It is necessary to see the ocean for yourself to fully appreciate its beauty. 

2. PART B: Which detail from the text best supports the answer to Part A? 

A. “buffed by the crush / of the / cornicled deep — ” (Lines 4-6) 

B. “she’d barked / her bare knuckles / on bevies of barnacles” (Lines 7-9) 

C. “waking a wreck / from / its coral-torn sleep.” (Lines 10-12) 

D. “it held wealth / beyond measure / she left it behind for the ocean to keep.” 

(Lines 17-19) 

3. Which of the following describes why the diver most likely left the treasure 

behind? 

A. It was too heavy for her carry. 

B. It was stuck to the bottom of the ocean. 

C. It wasn’t worth anything above land. 

D. It wasn’t hers to take. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

mailto:croninc@springfieldpublicschools.com


Thursday: Answer the questions and then share with Mrs. Evitts for feedback.  

(croninc@springfieldpublicschools.com).   

 

How might the plastic build in the ocean’s affect the speaker of the poem’s experience? 

 

 

 

How might the speaker describe an ocean filled with plastic compared to their actual 

experience? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

mailto:croninc@springfieldpublicschools.com


 

Friday:  Use the information from the articles and poem to design a 

solution to keeping plastic out of the ocean.  You can draw, write about or 

actually build your design using whatever resources you have available to 

you (Legos, blocks, virtual creations, paper, etc) 

 



What a Dump!

What a Dump!

How do we get rid of so much plastic trash?

The Plastic Predicament

Try to get through a day without using plastic. For that matter, try to go just one hour without 
it. From food and drink packages to cell phones and toothbrushes, plastic is nearly impossible 
to avoid. You can't even turn on a light without flicking a plastic switch.

Oene Moedt/Foto Natura/Minden Pictures

A seagull is entangled in plastic six-pack ring.

Plastic doesn't exist in nature. It's created from chemicals. Mass production of plastic started 
in the 1940s. Since then, it has become supremely popular-and for good reason. Plastic is 
lightweight, cheap, and convenient. It also lasts for a very long time. That can be good-you 
don't want your laptop to fall apart as you type-but it can be bad too.

Plastic can remain in the environment for hundreds or even thousands of years. It piles up, 
filling garbage dumps and polluting the land and the ocean. Each year, more than 300 million 
tons of new plastic are manufactured worldwide. Clearly, we have a plastic problem.

Trash Soup

Natural products such as food, paper, and wood are biodegradable [bigh-oh-di-GRAY-duh-
buhl]; they're broken down by bacteria and are absorbed by the environment. Plastic, on the 
other hand, is photodegradable. Light from the sun causes it to break into smaller pieces over 
time. It never degrades completely, however. It often winds up littering the land and the 
ocean.

In the Pacific Ocean, plastic waste has collected in a swirling "soup" of trash called the Great 

ReadWorks.org
Copyright © 2010 Weekly Reader Corporation. All rights reserved. Used by permission.
Weekly Reader is a registered trademark of Weekly Reader Corporation.




What a Dump!

Pacific Garbage Patch. It's huge-four times as big as Texas! It's just one example of an 
ocean garbage patch. Plastic pollutes all the world's seas. The United Nations Environment 
Programme estimates that plastic kills 100,000 marine mammals and turtles and 1 million 
seabirds every year. Some become tangled in plastic debris, while others die after eating 
plastic trash that they can't digest. Scientists estimate that 80 percent of the ocean's plastic 
started out on land.

Now the good news: you can help by tossing plastic into the recycling bin instead of the trash. 
A measly 28 percent of plastic bottles were recycled in 2009, according to the U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency. You can help drive that number up.

Leigh Haeger

Sea of Trash

The Great Pacific Garbage Patch is two areas of floating garbage in the Pacific Ocean. Each 
one is twice the size of the state of Texas. They lie within the North Pacific Subtropical Gyre, a 
ring of currents that turns clockwise in the ocean.

Reduce, Reuse

Still, recycling won't solve our plastic predicament by itself. Not all types of plastic can be 
recycled. And those that can may not be recycled in the way you'd expect. Plastic water and 
soft-drink bottles-some of the most commonly used plastics in the United States-are hardly 

ReadWorks.org
Copyright © 2010 Weekly Reader Corporation. All rights reserved. Used by permission.
Weekly Reader is a registered trademark of Weekly Reader Corporation.




What a Dump!

ever turned into new bottles. Instead, they're recycled into carpet, furniture, and fleece 
clothing. When those products wear out, they often can't be recycled a second time.

So what can you do? One of the best ways to tackle the problem is to reduce the amount of 
plastic you use. Carry reusable water containers instead of single-use plastic bottles. Bring 
your lunch in recyclable aluminum foil instead of a plastic sandwich bag. Ask your family to 
carry reusable tote bags to the grocery store. Every little bit helps.

Plastic will probably always be part of our lives. But by making smart choices, we can keep it 
from burying us.

ReadWorks.org
Copyright © 2010 Weekly Reader Corporation. All rights reserved. Used by permission.
Weekly Reader is a registered trademark of Weekly Reader Corporation.




This article is available at 5 reading levels at https://newsela.com.

Finding alternatives to most wasteful plastics

Garbage washed up on a beach in Compton Bay, Isle of Wight, United Kingdom. Photo by: Jason Swain/Getty Images

We use plastic every day. Companies produce 420 million tons of plastic each year, and as much as

14 million tons of plastic enter the oceans. Scientists are finding traces of plastic in our sea salt and

tap water.

People need plastics. They're important for our food packaging. They also help keep out germs.

Doctors choose plastic for their gloves and equipment because it helps prevent contamination.

Plastic often replaces metal on cars to make them better on gas mileage and safer in accidents.

More than 90 percent of plastics do not get recycled. Now scientists and inventors are finding new

uses for plastics that would end up in the trash. They are also finding alternatives to the most

wasteful plastic products we use.

Plastic Could Have A Second Life

More than 27 million tons of polystyrene are made every year. Polystyrene is a thin layer of plastic

used in many products. Polystyrene takeout containers, plastic spoons and packing peanuts are

By PBS NewsHour, adapted by Newsela staff on 10.05.18
Word Count 760
Level 830L



This article is available at 5 reading levels at https://newsela.com.

often thrown away. They might be used just once. However, this plastic could have a second life or

could be avoided altogether, thanks to two studies. 

"The question was never really asked" about what to do with plastics after we use them, said John

Williams. He is a scientist and a leader at Aquapak, which makes plastic that is biodegradable.

This means it breaks down in nature.

Rather than making unnecessary plastic items, Williams said plastic products should be made

with more purpose. They should be saved after use, even if that costs more, he said.

Social And Environmental Cost

Plastic pollution comes with a social and environmental cost. It's estimated at $139 billion a year

by The Economist, a British news magazine.

Damage to our health and the environment account for one-third of this cost. There is plastic-

related pollution in air, water and land. So although reusing waste products might raise prices for

companies and people, it could reduce other costs.

Williams' company spent 15 years developing a plastic alternative called Hydropol. It can be more

easily recycled.

Hydropol can replace plastics in products like a plastic coating on a food label, which would

normally make recycling more difficult. Hydropol breaks down in water and dissolves harmlessly.

It can also be recycled with paper and plastic.

It sounds great, but the material in Hydropol still needs work, said Yu Dong. He is a scientist from

Curtin University in Perth, Australia.

Dong studies polyvinyl alcohol, the main material in Hydropol. While polyvinyl alcohol is

biodegradable, he said it has some setbacks.

The cost to use it is higher than other plastic, he said. Dong said polyvinyl alcohol plastic is also

affected by the environment. The wrong temperature or humidity can break it down.

Work To Be Done To Find Better Choices

There's still work to be done to find better choices, Dong and Williams said.

Swapping polystyrene with alternatives will keep waste from entering landfills. However, it doesn't

address the plastic waste already in the environment.

Reprocessing polystyrene is difficult. It produces only a small amount of material that can be used

again.

Take a bathtub full of packing peanuts made of polystyrene. It would provide only about three

bowling balls' worth of recyclable plastic.

So, some scientists are using one environmental problem to solve another.

Scientists in Brazil and the United Kingdom have created a way to break down pollution from

wastewater plants. The pollution comes from dyes used to color cloth and paper. 



This article is available at 5 reading levels at https://newsela.com.

The scientists use polystyrene to make foam blocks for cleaning. The scientists then shine a light

on the mixture. They add a chemical to the mix.

Think of the foam block like a kitchen sponge. Think of the chemical as dish soap, cleaning up

pollution. The combination also breaks down pollutants into compounds that are better for the

environment, like carbon dioxide.

The blocks clean up a type of dye that can kill fish and animals. The dye also might be dangerous

to humans.

"The concept was to try and see if there was another way of making use of waste plastics," said

Julian Eastoe. He is a scientist at the University of Bristol in England.

When tested in the study, the foam blocks broke down almost all of the dyes. The blocks can be

reused. Eastoe hopes to use them in more ways.

"It uses a waste product to get rid of another waste product. It's kind of a win-win situation," said

Erica Wanless. She is a scientist at the University of Newcastle, Australia. She wasn't involved in

the project.



Name: Class:

"Coloured coral on Jolanda wreck" by Matt Kieffer is licensed
under CC BY-SA 2.0.

From Black Stars in a White Night Sky by JonArno Lawson. Copyright © 2008 by JonArno Lawson. Published by WordSong, an imprint of Boyds
Mills Press. Used by permission.

Diving for Treasure
By JonArno Lawson

2008

JonArno Lawson is a writer of books and poems for both children and adults. In this poem, a speaker
describes a diver’s exploration of the ocean. As you read, take notes about what the diver finds in the ocean.

Her fair1 freckled face
sparkled bright
as a carnival2

buffed3 by the crush
of the
cornicled4 deep —

she’d barked5

her bare knuckles
on bevies6 of barnacles7

waking a wreck
from
its coral-torn sleep.

An eerie unquiet8

had scarred
all its treasure —

and though she could see
it held wealth
beyond measure

she left it behind for the ocean to keep.

[1]

[5]

[10]

[15]

1. Fair (adjective): light in color or complexion
2. Carnival (noun): a traveling amusement show
3. Buff (verb): to polish something
4. describing the uneven surface at the bottom of the ocean
5. to scrape the skin off something by accident
6. a group
7. a kind of shellfish that attaches itself to rocks
8. uneasy or restless

1

https://www.flickr.com/photos/mattkieffer/8460367107


Thursday May 7 Problem 

 

1.  

A. Explain what you would do first to divide 1,260 by 28.  

 B.Tell why it would be your first step.   

C.  Solve the problem and write your answer. 

D.  Check your answer showing multiplication. Show your work 

 



Friday May 8 Problem 

 

1.  Mr. Sullivan is organizing teams for the middle school’s annual field day.  There are 8 classes at 

the school and 21 students in each class. 

 

A.  What is the total number of students at the school?  Show your equation. 

B. Mr. Sullivan wants to have 12 students on each team.  How many teams will there be? Show 

your equation. 

C. How many fewer students will be on each team if he decides to have 24 teams?  Explain your 

answer.  


